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Abstract
Accounting for sex and gender characteristics is a complex, structural challenge in
social science research. While other methodology papers consider issues surrounding
appropriate measurement, we consider how gender and sex impact adjustments for
non-response patterns in sampling and survey estimates. We consider the problem of
survey adjustment arising from the recent push toward measuring sex or gender as a
non-binary construct. This is challenging not only in that response categories differ
between sex and gender measurement, but also in that both of these attributes are
potentially multidimensional. In this manuscript we reflect on similarities to measuring
race/ethnicity before considering the ethical and statistical implications of the options
available to us. We do not conclude with a single best recommendation but rather an
awareness of the complexity of the issues surrounding this challenge and the benefits
and weaknesses of different approaches.
1 Introduction
There may be no good way to resolve sex and gender measurement in surveys. However,
it is an important problem both structurally and to individuals. While the measurements
might seem similar, there is no simple mapping from sex to gender that works for the entire
population. This is true for binarized gender and sex categories but becomes especially
urgent once we consider intersex, transgender, nonbinary, and other categories. This affects
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survey research, not just for surveys that directly concern gender and sex roles, but also in
nonresponse adjustment which is common in many surveys. For example, it has long been
standard practice for political polls to adjust for sex, along with other variables such as
age, ethnicity, and education [Voss et al., 1995], in part because women have traditionally
responded to surveys at a higher rate than men. Weighting typically corrects for nonresponse
patterns by doing some version of raking or poststratification to correct for differences in the
sex distribution of the sample compared to some known population such as from a national
census.
1.1 Changes in definitions and measurements of sex and gender
Since the 1950s, psychology has distinguished between sex and gender [see Muehlenhard
and Peterson, 2011, for a historical overview], with gender becoming increasingly considered
more relevant for social research [Basow, 2010]. Glasser and Smith III [2008] also cite in-
stances where gender and sex are “vague, conflated and apparently synonymous”(p. 345),
particularly when they are measured in binary terms.
However, when measuring gender with simply two categories, there is a failure to capture
the unique experiences of those who do not identify as either male or female, or for those
whose gender does not align with their sex classification. To rectify this, it is recommended
that researchers include a more diverse set of possible responses. Cameron and Stinson [2019]
recommend open responses for gender, but for the particular problem of survey adjustment
we focus on three response categories, as survey adjustment has always concerned itself with
discrete variables.
The move to measuring gender with (at least) three categories has highlighted an already
existing problem. Sex as a binary male/female response is measured by the US Census
[United States Census Bureau, 2020], while gender is increasingly being measured in surveys.
To adjust by gender, we must first create some sort of mapping from gender to sex. When
gender was measured in binary format, male could be mapped to male, while female mapped
to female (again highlighting Glasser and Smith III [2008]’s suggestion of synonymous use).
The addition of a non-binary category1, however, forces us to consider mapping sex to gender
more generally. Although some census bureaus are beginning to measure both gender identity
and sex assigned at birth [Statistics Canada, 2020], this is a recent development limited to
only some countries. It is likely that this challenge will remain relevant for some time.
For survey weighting techniques where only gender is adjusted for, one temptation is to
simply give the “non-binary” respondents an average weight. This avoids imputing sex or
gender, but implies that the weight for non-binary respondents should be dependent on the
relative ratio of the over/undersampling of male and female respondents, and there is no
reason to believe this is the case. In addition, this continues to perpetuate the conflation of
gender and sex. Aside from this, in many surveys as we adjust for more and more variables,
we increasingly rely on methods like raking. For these methods, each category in the sample
has to be matched to a category in the population. Similarly, for methods such as multilevel
regression and poststratification [Gelman and Little, 1997, Park et al., 2004], one would
1We use non-binary as a category name for those who identify as non-binary, agender, gender fluid, and
other gender identities outside of female and male. Although other is commonly used, we specifically do not
use this term to avoid othering those who do not identify as male or female.
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either need to (stochastically) impute a binary variable in the sample or else construct a
model on the expanded space with three or more options.
In this manuscript, our aims are to consider potential options available. Key concerns are
ethics (respecting the perspectives and dignity of individual survey respondents), accuracy
(for estimates of the general population and for subpopulations of interest), practicality (using
more complicated procedures only when they serve some useful function), and flexibility
(anticipating future needs). In addition, the effort spent thinking through the coding of
sex and gender can be useful when considering other survey responses that involve complex
measurement (such as race/ethnicity and religion).
1.2 Implications
For online surveys, which rely solely on poststratification to adjust an unrepresentative
sample to the population of interest, this decision will be particularly of importance. In
Kennedy and Gelman [2020], we (LK and AG) attempted to adjust an online survey to the
U.S. population. The survey, which was developed by psychologists, measured gender with
three categories, but the U.S. census measured sex as two. We removed those who responded
other from the dataset for pedagogical reasons. However, this began our awareness of this
problem and of the inappropriateness of the solution we had used. We noted this in the cited
manuscript and began the more considered investigation presented here.
Of course it is not simply psychological research that has faced this challenge. For
example, in 2020, the New York City Longitudinal Survey of Wellbeing, also known as
the Poverty Tracker [Collyer et al., 2020, Columbia Population Research Center, 2012-2020]
recognized that their existing measurement of gender (M/F) didn’t reflect their desire to
respect respondents’ identity. They moved to measuring gender with three categories (male,
female, and an open-ended other option), which again raised the issue of how to appropriately
weight the sample when only sex is known at a population level.
Moreover, increasingly it is becoming apparent that there will be no one size fits all
measurement solution, which means there can also be no one size fits all statistical solution.
For example, the Canadian census bureau has moved to measuring sex assigned at birth and
gender identity in two separate questions in the 2021 census, while the UK office for national
statistics [for National Statistics, 2020] is recommending the use of a second question that
asks whether the respondent identifies as the same gender as sex registered at birth, and free
response if not. This is not dissimilar to the differences in race/ethnicity questions between
different countries, but will make cross-national and cross-time research difficult.
Indeed the population as measured in the census may not even be the target population
of interest. If the population of interest is a community of LGBTQIA+ individuals, then
it is likely that there is a higher proportion of non-binary individuals when compared to
the population of the U.S. In this case, appropriate poststratification of a sample to the
population counts will potentially have a larger impact on overall and subgroup estimates.
In considering this, it is worth spending a moment considering why we adjust for sex
and/or gender in surveys at all. These reasons represent a myriad of sociological and sta-
tistical concerns. Sociological concerns range from historic under-representation, to current
response patterns, to ensuring that those who are discriminated against and have lower
power in society are represented. Statistical concerns reflect on the relationship between
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sex/gender and many outcomes of interest.
1.3 Definitions of sex and gender
Gender and sex have been defined in different ways at different times. We use the definitions
provided by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research [2020].
Sex refers to a set of biological attributes in humans and animals. It is
primarily associated with physical and physiological features including chromo-
somes, gene expression, hormone levels and function, and reproductive/sexual
anatomy. . . .
Gender refers to the socially constructed roles, behaviours, expressions and
identities of girls, women, boys, men, and gender diverse people. It influences
how people perceive themselves and each other, how they act and interact, and
the distribution of power and resources in society. . . .
For most people, the question of which construct is being measured is moot—they would
respond the same regardless. However, for the subset of people for whom sex and gender dif-
fer, we realize that both variables are multidimensional. For example, in the above definition,
sex has at least four dimensions (chromosomes, gene expression, hormones, and anatomy)
as does gender (roles, behaviors, expressions, and identities).
In this paper, we consider two challenging scenarios:
1. A survey has three or more response categories to elicit gender, but we wish to post-
stratify to a population where sex is measured as either male or female. This will arise,
for example, when raking to the U.S. census.
2. We want to combine data from multiple surveys that ask sex or gender in different
ways, or allow different responses to these questions.
These problems are not unique to sex and gender. The first scenario, for example, arises
for other survey weighting variables such as race or ethnicity, while the second scenario arises
for variables such as income, which can be measured and constructed in different ways in
different surveys.
Unless the survey or census question is very specific, responses can capture a mix of all
the dimensions of sex and gender listed above. For example, the 2020 U.S. Census asks,
“What is Person 1’s sex? Mark ONE box: male or female.” The subset of people who
might have difficultly responding to this question can choose what aspect of sex or gender
they would like to use in their response. Even though the variable is labeled as sex, the
response can include some aspects of gender, as is there some freedom in what biological sex
characteristics are used in the response.
Some large surveys are moving to measure both gender and sex assigned at birth. For
instance, the Canadian census is planning to measure sex at birth and gender identity sep-
arately in the 2021 census [Statistics Canada, 2020]. The General Social Survey also began
this practice in 2018 [Smith and Son, 2019], although sex and gender are still confused, with
responses to “What is your current gender?” referred to as “SEXNOW” (pg 2). This does
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not resolve all challenges, though, even for surveys conducted in Canada, as sex at birth does
not capture all the dimensions of biological sex, nor does the response to a gender identity
question capture all dimensions of gender-related roles, behaviours, expressions, and identi-
ties, such that measurement differences can still occur. Yet by actively measuring both sex
and gender constructs, the Canadian census makes adjustment considerably simpler.
1.4 Measuring identification in survey research: Studies of
race/ethnicity and sex/gender
Race and ethnicity, much like sex and gender, are socially constructed identities that are
constituted through a range of attributes (skin color, facial features, country of birth, racial
self-identification, language, and culture). Survey research on race and ethnicity has similarly
grappled with the challenges of measuring these identities in meaningful and consistent ways.
As Roth [2016] notes, “With the word ‘race’ used as a proxy for each of these dimensions,
much of our scholarship and public discourse is actually comparing across several distinct,
albeit correlated, variables” (1310). The multidimensionality of identities like race and
gender suggests that precisely what we measure, and precisely how this measure is interpreted
by the respondent, can have profound impacts on our findings.
To account for this multidimensionality, some research has examined the advantages of
employing multiple measures within a single survey to better understand the implication of
each dimension for social inequality. For example, by using multiple measures of race within
the same survey to disentangle what each dimension represents and how identification across
the measures differs, Saperstein et al. [2016] have argued that “the relative importance of
various dimensions of race likely depends on the outcome in question.” With these issues
in mind, it remains an open question how researchers should proceed when they want to
compare across data sets that inconsistently employ single measures of race (or gender).
The importance of the outcome of interest in determining the best operationalization to
measure inequality suggests that there may not be a one-size-fits-all solution for how to
merge two such data sets.
Prior research has also shown that racial identity is not always stable over time. In a
study comparing the 2000 and 2010 U.S. Censuses, Liebler et al. [2017] find that change in
racial self-identification is common, especially among those who do not fall squarely within
the single-race White, Black, or Asian categories. Moreover, racial self-identification does
not always match others’ perceptions of one’s own race. This matters not only because
others’ perceptions may be important determinants of inequality, independent of racial self-
identification, but also because racial contestation itself is an increasingly prevalent social
process that contributes to strength of racial group commitment and identification [Vargas
and Stainback, 2016], which studies have shown is associated with a range of social attitudes
and behaviors [Abascal, 2015, Ellemers et al., 1999, 2002].
Measurement of sex and gender has encountered similar problems, but fewer studies have
examined the consequences of survey items that measure sex and gender in different ways.
Bittner and Goodyear-Grant [2017] note, “The principal problem is the conflation of gender
with sex in survey research. Consequently, gender is typically treated as a dichotomy, with
no response options for androgynous gender identities, or indeed degrees of identification
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with masculine or feminine identities” (1019). Inconsistency in both which attribute is mea-
sured (sex vs. gender) and the range of responses available poses challenges for researchers
who want to combine or compare across multiple surveys. One reason for the limited study
of sex and gender minorities is that they represent a smaller fraction of the general popula-
tion, compared to many racial or ethnic minorities. Properly adjusting for sex and gender
classification becomes more relevant when studying targeted subgroups or when measur-
ing low-frequency attitudes or behaviors in terms of statistical bias, but for the dignity of
respondents it is always relevant.
1.5 Missingness versus non-binary genders
Imputation of demographic variables is not unusual in surveys, and can be necessary to
create survey weights. There is a difference between a respondent whose response to gender
is missing, and one who actively chooses a category that is neither male or female. We also
need to account for transgender people who choose a male or female gender response that is
the opposite of their recorded sex. For missing respondents, imputation is a procedure that
assigns potential values to the respondent had they responded, generally using a model or
some other information and in such a way to respect uncertainty of these potential values.
If the missingness is truly missing at random, then this is not particularly unethical, but it
should be remembered that respondents who do not identify as male or female may choose
to skip this question in protest or because they are not sure how to respond. In this case
non-response is disproportionately akin to answering as neither male or female. For those
respondents who are given the option of more that two categories, it is very clear that
they have actively indicated that they do not identify as either male or female, and so they
shouldn’t be identified as such.
2 Scenario 1
The first scenario we consider is increasingly common within the United States. A survey
measures gender with three response categories (male, female, and non-binary), but the pop-
ulation data that we would like to poststratify to measures sex with two response categories
(male and female). In this scenario there are multiple issues at hand. Firstly, as we’ve dis-
cussed, sex and gender are separate and distinct constructs. Secondly, even if they were the
same construct, they are measured with different potential categories. We create a matrix
of potential solutions in Table 1.
One of the challenges of considering the potential options is the interaction between
statistical and ethical issues. Typically, scientists are trained in either one or the other, but
rarely are we educated in detail on the intersection between the two. In this manuscript, we
are interested in both, and so we discuss the potential options first in terms of their potential
ethical considerations before considering the statistical considerations.
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Impute sample values Remove respondents Impute population
Assume population
distribution
Y N Y
Model population dis-
tribution using auxil-
iary data
Y N Y
Estimate gender using
auxiliary information
Y N N
Impute all non-male
as female
Y N N
Remove all non-binary
respondents
N Y N
Table 1: Possible options for scenario 1. Columns represent potential facets of ethical consid-
eration, while rows represent possible facets of statistical consideration. The cells represent
whether it was possible to address these considerations together.
2.1 Ethical concerns
There are ethical concerns with the collection and protection of gender and sex in surveys.
These issues include data sensitivity and security [Holzberg et al., 2017] and the purpose of
collecting such information [on Improving Measurement of Sexual Orientation and in Fed-
eral Surveys, 2016]. Here we assume that collected gender is necessary for adjustment and
to ensure adequate representation across genders, and that security risks can be mitigated
appropriately.
Imputing sample sex
This method involves imputation using the gender reported by an individual in the sample
to predict their potential response for their sex. In two of the three potential methods, this
will involve directly imputing those who respond male as male, those who respond female as
female, and those who respond non-binary as either male or female. The remaining method
(using auxiliary data) does allow the potential to impute female sex as male gender and vice
versa.
As researchers we can be clear that we are imputing a potential answer to a binary sex
question from a non-binary gender item. However, the current confusion between sex and
gender within academic literature makes this practice appear as statistical misgendering,
where an individual is incorrectly referred to as a gender with which they do not identify
[Merriam Webster, 2020]. The right to self-identify is protected by law in some jurisdic-
tions [Ontario Human Rights Commission, 2000], with misgendering identified as a form of
discrimination. In this scenario respondents have explicitly identified as neither male nor
female, yet in our statistical analysis we are assigning them to this male/female dichotomy.
In survey research as in other aspects of life, people have the right to define how they are
identified. This continues to be true when multiple imputation is used to represent the
uncertainty in the classification because, as Keyes [2018] states, “an error rate that dispro-
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portionately falls on one population is not just an error rate it is discrimination”. It is
algorithmic injustice [Noble, 2018].
It could be argued that rather than imputing an individual’s gender, we are instead
imputing their expected response to a question as posed by the census (What is your sex?
M/F). This may be the methodologist’s intent, however, it is impossible to ensure that it
is understood by users of the data, the survey respondents, and the populations affected by
the survey analysis. In addition, this may be completed post collection without respondents’
explicit consent, which creates further ethical concerns.
Another challenge to this technique is the consideration of imputation error. Is there a dif-
ference to imputing potential sex responses based on demographic patterns when compared
to other less formal imputation procedures, such as identification by interviewer or complex
features of other covariates collected with machine learning methodologies? Imputation by
demographic proportions reinforces the statistical need to know the proportions of different
cells for survey adjustment, and seems analogous to using a method such as raking to im-
pute potential cell proportions when only margins are known. Imputation by interviewer
or through complex machine learning techniques has a greater emphasis on imputing the
individual, which as we have already discussed is potentially unethical and discriminatory.
Remove respondents
This method involves removing respondents who do not identify as either male or female
from the sample when constructing survey weights. This technique is easily communicated
to respondents, data users, and the wider public. It avoids the potential misgendering issues
described in the previous section on imputing sex by avoiding assigning sex altogether.
However, this method means that the responses of non-binary individuals are not counted
for any analysis where the analyst wishes to make population generalizations. Participating
in a study has, at a minimum, a time cost (and can potentially have others costs) that cannot
be justified if non-binary respondents’ data is not used. Moreover, this structural exclusion is
a form of discrimination against non-binary individuals. If one purpose of surveys is to ensure
equal and fair representation, then this method actively prevents non-binary respondents
from having this opportunity. When it comes to population mean estimates, removing non-
binary respondents is roughly equivalent to assuming that their responses would essentially
be the weighted mean between male and female estimates.
Impute population values
The ethical considerations associated with imputing the population might appear to mirror
that of the sample, but there are additional nuances. To understand this, consider three
different scenarios.
The first scenario is a very large population (N → ∞) that has been summarised by a
number of discrete categories such that the number of individuals who fall within each combi-
nation is labelled Nj, where Nj is also sufficient large. We assume that each Nj can be further
split into Nj,sex= f and Nj,sex=m. In this scenario when we refer to “imputing the population,”
we refer to using either using either a model or known distributions of response to split the
cell Nj,sex= f into Nj,gender= f , Nj,gender=non−binary, Nj,gender=m and Nj,sex=m into Nj,gender= f ,
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Nj,gender=non−binary, Nj,gender=m. A simpler version would be to split the cell Nj,sex= f into
Nj,gender= f , Nj,gender=non−binary and Nj,sex=m into Nj,gender=non−binary, Nj,gender=m. For suf-
ficiently large cells it is clear that this does not involve imputing any particular person’s
gender, which avoids the previous misgendering challenges.
The second scenario we consider is a relatively small population such that Nj contains
only a small number or even one individual. Unlike in the previous scenario, we can no
longer ignore the finite sample effects of this imputation. This raises multiple issues. The
first is that it returns us to the original problem of imputing a specific person’s gender
rather than an abstract expectation for a cell. The second is that it becomes more difficult
to split a particular cell. For instance, if in the population a cell contains only a single
individual labelled as male sex, but we wish to impute their gender, it is difficult to reflect
the uncertainty of their gender, due to the relative size of expectation for each potential
gender option. A third issue is that the potential error rate is difficult to calculate with a
small proportion of the population.
2.2 Statistical concerns
Although we cannot consider statistical concerns without considering also ethical concerns,
we use this section to describe potential statistical options.
Assume known population proportions
Assuming that we need to impute population data, perhaps the simplest approach is to use
auxiliary information about the estimated table of gender distribution to impute gender at
the population level. To do this we would assume a certain gender distribution in the popula-
tion (without a census, we cannot know the proportions, but we estimate at 49% female, 49%
male, and 2% non-binary in this manuscript). We would then use this distribution to add
gender to the poststratification table. It’s likely that we would split the cell Nj, sex= f into
Nj, gender= f , Nj, gender=non−binary and Nj, sex=m into Nj, gender=non−binary, Nj,gender=m. There
will be some bias from respondents who identify as male sex and female gender and vice
versa. This procedure also doesn’t allow any uncertainty in the imputed gender counts to
be included in the overall model or estimates.
Use auxiliary data
This method is similar to the previous method. It can be used in either the sample or the
population. If used in the sample, a model predicting sex given other variables is created and
for each participant their expected sex is imputed. If used in the population, a model pre-
dicting gender given other variables is created and each poststratification cell Nj is imputed
based on the expected proportion of male, female, and non-binary respondents.
One use case for auxiliary data is if a completely separate reference auxiliary data set
measures both sex and gender, as well as a number of other demographics. This model is
used to model either gender by sex and demographics (if imputing gender in the population)
or sex by gender and demographics (if imputing sex in the sample). The benefit of this is that
it simply allows for better imputation at the cell level to encompass demographic differences
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in gender identity. This is not imputing sex or gender in the auxiliary data, but rather
modelling the conditional relationship between sex given gender and other demographics or
gender given sex and other demographics.
There is also other auxiliary information that is available, such as voice tone in a tele-
phone interview or facial recognition software. These should not be used to infer gender
unless directly related to the outcome of interest. These systems are complex and traumatic
[Ahmed, 2017], are frequently trans exclusive [Keyes, 2018, Lagos, 2019], or have racially
unbalanced error rates [Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018].
Impute all non-male respondents as female
The rationale behind this method is that when we consider adjusting for gender or sex in
surveys, we are really adjusting to ensure adequate representation of genders (traditionally
female) that are systematically discriminated against through societal structures. Through
this rationale, adjusting for those who identify as non-binary is important because it is likely
that those who identify as non-binary experience at least as much oppression as those who
identify as female. However, if we can’t adjust for this group separately (for reasons of
sample size or data security), then it seems that the next most reasonable option would to
be to combine these individuals with the next most oppressed group, with whom they would
likely have the most similar outcomes.
While intuitive from a sociological perspective, this approaches confuses sex and gender
as constructs even further. It assumes that those who answer the census question on sex are
instead answering a question on how they are perceived and treated in their society. However,
while those who respond non-binary are being coded as female, it is more transparent that
this isn’t a case of imputing their gender as female, but rather collapsing female and non-
binary into one group. Indeed this variable (in the sample) could be coded “male” and “not
male,” with those coded as “not male” being adjusted to “female” in the census.
Remove individuals
The statistical argument is that the proportion of individuals who respond as non-binary
in a survey that does not intentionally recruit from this category is very small (less than
1% according to various sources; see Meerwijk and Sevelius [2017]). Unless this group is
very different from those who select male or female, omitting them is unlikely to make a
statistical difference to population level estimates (as we will see), but it may make more of
a difference when estimating population subgroups.
Comparison of methods
To explore the differences between these seven different methods, we conduct a simulation
study. Instead of focusing on the differences between sex and gender as constructs, we focus
on the difference in respondent perception when answering a male-female response question,
“What is your sex,” versus a male-female-non-binary response to the question, “What gender
do you identify as?” While sex and gender are different constructs, from the perspective of
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matching, the difference in responses between these two questions is how they are interpreted
by the respondent.
To this end we create a simulation strategy where we simulate a population where pro-
portions (pm, pf , po) respond male-female-non-binary when asked what gender they identify
with. We then assume that a portion who respond male/female to this question also re-
spond male/female when asked what sex they are. For those who respond non-binary to
the first question, we simulate that they respond male to the second question from 0% (no
one) to 100% (everyone), which is represented by the x-axis on Figure 1. A summary of
the response patterns is given in Table 3. Studies investigating the difference in response to
these questions have estimated that less than 1% of the population would respond as non-
binary when given the option [Meerwijk and Sevelius, 2017]. However, this would depend
on both the question framing (see the much higher proportions when gender is expressed
as a continuum) and option availability (e.g., the Australian census required respondents to
request the non-binary category rather than simply offering it). In our simulation study we
use population gender proportions of 49% female, 49% male, and 2% non-binary.
For each scenario we simulate a sample of size 500. We then imagine potential response
strategies to a question eliciting binary sex given responses to gender. We assume that a
small proportion (2%) of those who respond female to the gender question would respond
male to a sex question, and a similar proportion (2%) of those who respond male to the
gender question would respond female to the sex question. We then vary the proportion
of those who respond non-binary to the gender question who would respond male to a sex
question from 0 to 100% (see table 3 for enumeration of the possibilities).
We then simulate an outcome variable y such that
yi ∼ normal(µi, 1) where
µi =
{ µm if gender[i] is male
µf if gender[i] is female
µnb if gender[i] is non-binary.
We then simulate four different hypothetical conditions:
1. There are no differences between gender in the outcome, µm = µf = µnb.
2. Those who identify as non-binary have different outcomes when compared to those
who identify as male and female, µm = µf;µm 6= µnb.
3. Those who identify as female or non-binary are different in outcome from those who
identify as male, µm 6= µnb;µnb = µf.
4. There are different outcomes for respondents who identify as different genders, µm 6=
µf 6= µnb.
We then compare our seven potential options for adjusting male-female-non-binary mea-
surements in the sample to a male-female measurement in the population.
1. Impute all who identify as non-binary as male or female with a 50:50 split in the
sample.
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Condition Male µ Female µ non-binary µ
All same 0 0 0
Male, female same 10 10 0
Female, non-binary same 10 0 0
All different 10 −10 0
Table 2: Simulations of µ for each gender for each of the four conditions for the first simu-
lation scenario.
Male sex Female sex
Male gender 47% 2%
Female gender 2% 47%
Non-binary gender p×2% p×2%
Table 3: Population distribution of male, female and non-binary genders relative to sex in
simulation study. The proportion of respondents with a non-binary gender who select male
or female sex is varied from all male to all female in the simulation.
2. Impute all who identify as non-binary as female.
3. Impute sex by gender information using a model in the sample:
(a) Simulate a best case model (imputes male as male/female in the correct propor-
tions and vice versa, and non-binary relative to the proportion who choose to
respond m/f).
(b) Simulate a worst case model (imputes male as male/female in the opposite pro-
portions and vice versa, and non-binary opposite to the proportion who choose
to respond m/f).
4. Impute gender × sex information using a model in the population:
(a) Simulate a best case model (imputes male, female and non-binary counts in the
correct proportions).
(b) Simulate a worst case model (imputes male, female and non-binary counts in the
opposite proportions).
5. Remove those who respond as non-binary and map male gender to male sex and female
gender to female sex.
Then, either we use the imputed sex counts to create simple poststratification weights
for the sample and then use a weighted average of the sample to estimate the population
mean, or we use the imputed gender counts to create simple poststratification weights for
the sample and then use a weighted average of the sample to estimate the population mean.
Estimating the population mean
The first statistic that we consider is the population average. In Figure 1 we plot the mean
square error calculated over 500 iterations of samples simulated from each population type.
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As we would expect, if there are no gender differences in y then the strategy chosen makes
little difference (top left panel). If those who respond non-binary are different from those
who respond male and female, then removing them is the worst decision to make. Imputing
gender in the population produces less error than imputing sex in the sample in this case (top
right panel). In the condition where female and non-binary have the same expected value
then again, imputing the population gender produces the lowest mean squared error (MSE)
when using an accurate model, and imputing gender in the population by proportion works
as well when those who respond are equally likely to identify as male or female sex. When
all genders have different outcomes (bottom right panel), again we see that imputing gender
in the population has the lowest MSE. We see a U-shaped MSE for removing those who
respond non-binary and estimating gender by population proportion, likely due to simulating
the non-binary gender as a value midway between male and female.
Estimating specific sex means
One reason why we poststratify by sex/gender is to ensure that when we estimate the ex-
periences of different people of different sexes or genders, they are representative of these
people. We consider in Figure 2 how the different imputation strategies impact our esti-
mation of male and female sex, using the same simulation strategy as before. Like before,
when all genders have the same expectation for y, all methods perform equally well (top
row). When male and female respond the same but non-binary respond differently, we see
that removing those who respond non-binary produces equally low MSE (with coding all
non-binary as female having an equivalent effect when estimating male sex). Of the other
conditions, removing those who respond non-binary produces the best weighted estimates,
while imputing sex using the population proportions is the best method of those that do not
remove those who respond non-binary. Of note is that population imputation methods imply
that we cannot obtain estimates by sex, because we never estimate potential sex response in
the sample.
When it comes to estimating specific gender means, the method of choice makes little
difference to the mean square error; however, if those who choose non-binary are omitted,
then no estimate for non-binary can be created.
3 Scenario 2
The other scenario we face is we begin to consider how longitudinal surveys should be used
where measurement has changed from ”What is your sex? (M/F)” to ”What is your gender?
(M/F/NB).” In this case the two measurements need to be harmonized so we can use a single
sex/gender variable in a given model. The potential options will not be disimilar to those
that were described above, but the survey administrators will need to carefully consider
whether sex or gender is of interest. We believe that in many cases gender, as a social
construction, is of greater interest to a survey researcher because it reflects the experience
of people as they move throughout the world. This seems reflected in the decision of many
surveys to move from measuring sex to measuring gender. In this case, gender should be
imputed over survey waves where sex was measured. If the variable of interest is truly sex as
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Figure 1: Mean square difference between the true population estimate and the weighted
estimate from the sample where the weights are created using the imputed gender variables.
A lower mean square error is better. The colours represent different imputation strategies.14
Figure 2: Mean square difference between the true population estimate and the weighted
estimate from the sample where the weights are created using the imputed gender variables.
A lower mean square error is better. The colours represent different imputation strategies.15
a set of biological attributes, we would use imputed sex in waves of the survey that measure
gender (but presumably these surveys would not have moved to measuring gender instead
of sex). As official statistics organizations move to measuring gender, it seems likely that
guidance will be provided on best use for the specific measurements they take, so we do not
consider this further.
4 Looking forward
Measurement is an important aspect to scientific endeavours. It is a particular challenge
to survey researchers and social scientists because the very constructs that we measure are
changing in both importance and definition over time. This means that an appropriate
measurement of a construct today might not be an appropriate measure of the construct
tomorrow. Indeed, measurement in the social sciences reflects the sociological emphasis
that is placed on the underlying construct. This is a challenge faced when considering the
construct of race/ethnicity, but this challenge is also faced when considering sex/gender.
Our challenge increases when we consider that we are not simply moving to a more diverse
way of coding sex, but instead a recognition that the construct of gender, while the same as
sex assigned at birth for many, is a different construct for others. This distinction led us to
frame our methods in terms of imputing one construct from the other.
This manuscript grapples with the complexities of moving from measuring sex to measur-
ing gender in social surveys. What it does not do, however, is make broad recommendations
for a one best way to measure sex or gender or a one best technique to account for measuring
gender in a survey when the population measures sex. Instead we try to consider the ethical
and statistical implications of a variety of different approaches.
Constructing our argument in this way is necessary as there is no single good solution
that can be applied to all situations. Instead it is important to recognize that there is a
compromise between ethical concerns, statistical concerns, and the most appropriate deci-
sion will be reflective of this. That said, we have argued that first and foremost in this
decision should be respect and consideration for the survey respondent, followed by the ease
of describing the statistical method to non-technical respondents and concerns surrounding
fair representation and statistical bias.
Enumerating the potential options to Scenario 1 in Table 1, we note that statistical
and ethical concerns intersect, which implies that both facets need to be considered. While
specific to the challenges of measuring sex and gender, our review of these approaches, with
their various advantages and tradeoffs, may be useful in grappling with the measurement of
other social constructs as well. Our hope is that this is a useful resource to guide decision
making for survey statisticians and survey administrators alike.
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